1. Story + Game
For generations, the fertile Hiddenlands were shared by
the peoples of the Five Realms. The Elves, Mages, Dwarves,
Halflings and Humans lived peacefully with each other,
though they increasingly engaged in fierce competition for the
prosperity and glory of their respective nations.
And so it was that when the divisiveness threatened to break
the thousand-year peace, the Goblin Hordes from across the
sea unleashed a devastating surprise attack, and the peoples of
the Hiddenlands could not unify quickly enough to repel them.
Remnants of each of the realms fled by ship, until they at last
discovered a new, unoccupied land upon which they could begin
building their civilizations anew: Pandoria!
The old rivalries would remain, but perhaps this time, their
competition with each other would not welcome disaster.
Each player assumes the role of one of the five realms, discovers
new lands, and sends out his people to establish settlements and
acquire resources for buildings and spells. The peoples work
together in peace, but they cannot forget their historical rivalries
completely.

In the end, each nation tries to earn the most glory for
themselves and become the strongest realm in the young history
of Pandoria.
The players place tiles to expand the land and place figures
to claim resources. Each type of landscape earns a different
resource once the area has been completed: crystals in the
mountains, gold in the hills, wood in the forest, and “glory”
points in the city.
The resources are needed to build new buildings and
monuments, unleash powerful spells and buy new cards from
the card market. Through the buildings, the players get special
benefits for the rest of the game, while spells have a more
powerful, one-time effect.
Completing cities and acquiring surplus resources earns players
glory points.
Pandoria includes the rules for a faster-playing beginner game, a
partnership variant, and advanced rules for the complete game,
with each realm having their own special abilities, which creates
greater variety and long-lasting fun.

2 starting
double tiles

The ships in the lakes can be occupied by using a specifc spell,
and players can connect to the terrain already printed on the
board with their tiles.
The plain is surrounded by an imposing mountain range,
but there are some paths that make their way through the
mountains. In addition, the board provides space for the card
market, the monument stack and the scoring track.

4. The Leader
A player’s leader counts as 2 normal figures when scoring (→ see
7.2. Scoring). The leader is always the last figure to be placed,
when there are no other figures left in that player’s reserve.

Place the game board in the middle of the table.
Shuffle the 5 realm tableaus and deal one to each player.
Decide which version of the game to play: side “A” for the
beginner game or side “B” for the complete game. Following are
the rules for the complete game. For the changes in the beginner
game → see 12.

48 double tiles
Game board

10 custom cards
(2 for each Realm)

The game board shows the fertile plain of Pandoria, which is
gradually discovered and settled by the players during the game.

5. Preparation

2. Components
5 realm
tableaus

3. The Game Board

8 single tiles

44 common cards

8 castles
(2 each in 4 colors)

Shuffle all 54 cards (custom and common) and place in a facedown deck on the corresponding space on the board. Then draw
the top 4 cards and place face-up next to the deck in the card
market.

24 figures
(6 in each color)

Each player draws 4 cards from the deck for their starting hands,
keeping them hidden from opponents.

starting player tile
13 monuments

4 point tiles
16 markers
(4 each of wood,
crystal, gold, points)
game rules

4 leaders
(1 in each color)

Each player chooses a color and takes their leader, figures,
markers and two castles in that color.

In the game with 2 players, each player needs all 6 figures. With
3 players, only 5 figures per player are used, and with 4 players,
only 4 figures per player.
On the tableau, the spaces for the 3 resources (crystals, gold and
wood) are labeled 0 to 10. Place the 3 corresponding markers on
the starting spaces shown for each resource. These differ for each
realm.
All players start with 0 points. Place each player’s crown marker
on the 0 space of the score track.

Randomly place the two starting double
tiles on the 4 marked spaces of the game
board.
Mix the other double tiles and place in face-down stacks.
Each player draws one and keeps it secret from the other players.
With 4 players, draw and place 4 tiles back into the box unseen.
With 3 players, remove 8 tiles and with 2 players, remove 12
tiles.
Mix the 8 single tiles and place in a face-down stack. Note: They
only come into the game by using a specific spell!
Place the monuments in a face-up stack on the designated space
on the board.
Place them in ascending order, with the value 3 monuments on the
bottom followed by values 4, 5, and value 6 monuments on top.

6. Gameplay
Players take turns in clockwise order. On your turn, you
perform the following actions in this order:
6.1. You must place a
double tile or a castle
→ remove figures if in
a closed region
6.2. You may place or
remove one figure
6.3. You may play a card
as a spell or a building
or erect a monument
6.4. Score regions and buy
a card
6.5. Draw a double tile
6.1. You Must Place a Double Tile or a Castle
Place the double tile from your hand or one of your two castle
tiles on the game board so that it is adjacent to at least one side
of another tile.
Note: once a tile has connected to at least one of the pre-printed
terrain spaces on the board, you may also place tiles adjacent to
one side of that space.
You must place the entire tile on unoccupied tile spaces (not
over another tile, lake, exit path or pre-printed resource space).
If a region has been closed, remove all figures from within that
region and return them to the corresponding players’ reserves
(→ see 7.1. Closing a Region).
Exceptions: Figures remain on castles and ships, even after they
have been completely surrounded.

6.2. You May Place or Remove One Figure
You may place one of your
figures onto one of the
two spaces of the double
tile (or the castle) you just
placed. Your leader may
only be placed if you have
no other figures in your
reserve.
or
You may remove one of
your figures from the
board and return it to
your reserve.
Note: you may also choose
to do neither of these two
actions.

Place figures correctly

Each space on the board may be occupied by only one figure.
Figures may only be placed in regions that are not closed.
6.3. You May Play a Card as a Spell or a Building or Erect a
Monument
6.3.1. When you play a card from your hand as a spell, you pay
the spell cost on the card in crystals and move your crystal
marker accordingly.
Slide the card
halfway under
the top right
edge of the
tableau so that
the last played
spell is always
visible, and
use its onetime effect
immediately.

Pay 2 crystals
for the spell

6.3.2. When you play a card from your hand as a building, you
pay the building cost on the card in wood and move your wood
marker accordingly.
Slide the card halfway under one of the 5 building slots on your
tableau so that the building is visible. Then the building takes
effect for as long as you keep it.

With 2 players, remove 2 monuments of value 4, 5 and 6 from
the game. With 3 players, remove 1.
Place the point tiles next to the board.
Place unused components back in the box.
The youngest player takes the starting player marker and begins
the game.

Place tile correctly

Close region
+ remove figures

If all 5 building slots of the tableau are occupied by buildings
or if you no longer wish to use a building, you may build over a
previous building.

In this case, you
only need to pay
the difference
between the cost of
the new building
and the cost of the
building you are
building over, with
a minimum cost of
Pay 6 wood
1 wood.
for the building
Place the new
building card over
the old one, and its effects replaces that of the one that was
overbuilt.
Note: if the “Carpenter” is overbuilt, the wood discount may not be
used for the new building.
You may never have two identical buildings visible on your
tableau at the same time. The large and small buildings (Saw
Mill, Tower, Treasury) are considered two different buildings,
however.
6.3.3. To erect a monument, you must build over another
building on your tableau.
Take the top monument
tile and cover one of your
buildings with it. You pay
8 wood minus the cost of
the building you covered
(minimum cost of 1 wood).
Then score the points shown
Pay 8 - 5 = 3
on the monument.
wood for the
Note: if the “Carpenter” is
overbuilt, the wood discount
may not be used for the monument.

monument

A monument may never be overbuilt.
6.4. Score Regions and Buy a Card
If you closed one or more regions, these will be scored (→ see
7.1. Closing a Region).

A spell by the current player and each player’s buildings may
influence how many resources each of them scores.
Depending on the type of terrain that has been closed, players
will receive wood (forest), crystal (mountains), gold (hills) or
points (city).

Pay 2 gold for the card

6.5. Draw a Double Tile
Finally, if you played a double tile, draw a new double tile from
the stack and keep it in your hand.
If you played a castle tile instead, then you do not draw an
additional double tile.

If the resources you receive push your total over 10, you receive
1 point for every 3 resources (rounded down) over 10. The
corresponding resource marker remains at 10.
Only the player who closes the region and triggers the scoring, whether
he has received resources or not, may buy a card from the market.

7. Closing a Region + Scoring
7.1. Closing a Region
One or more adjacent spaces of the same terrain are known as a
region.
If a region has been completely enclosed by other terrain, lakes
or the edge of the fertile plain, it is considered “closed” and
scored.
All figures from within that region were already removed after
the tile or castle was placed.
7.2. Scoring
When a region has been closed
and one or more figures are on
spaces directly adjacent to that
region, it is scored. All players
with figures adjacent to the region
will score for that region, whether
it is their turn or not!

After scoring, you—and only you—may buy one of the face-up
cards in the market by paying the cost of the card in gold and
moving your gold marker accordingly.

Each player involved in scoring
the region adds the number of
resources from all the spaces in
the closed region and multiplies
this by the number of figures they
have on spaces directly adjacent to
that region.

Then draw another card from the deck to refill the card market
back to 4 cards.

Remember that leaders count as 2
figures!

Scoring example: Player Red owns the large and small tower. He
receives 9 crystals for his 3 figures (3 x 3 - the leader counts as 2
figures!), 4 more crystals for his large tower (2 x 2) and 2 crystals
for the small tower (2 x 1) for a total of 15 crystals.
He already had 2 crystals, which would bring his total to 17
crystals. He moves his crystal marker to the “10” space and he
scores 2 points for the remaining 7 crystals (one point for every 3
crystals). The last surplus crystal is lost.

8. Regions with an Exit Path

The area with the 3 crystals
is scored. Player Red gets
9 crystals (3 crystals x 3
figures - the leader counts
as 2 figures!) and blue gets
3 crystals.

If a region is
connected to an exit
path of the same
terrain, this region
is never closed and
therefore never scored.
This also means that
all figures in this area
are never removed,
unless a player uses
an action or spell to
remove them.

9. End of Game
The game ends at the end of a round, during which a player can
no longer draw a double tile because there are no more available.
The player to the right of the starting player will take the last
turn of the game.

10. Final score + Winner
In Pandoria, most of the points are scored during the game.
At the end of the game, however, players receive 1 point for
each hand card, and the remaining resources are converted into
points: for every 3 resources (rounded down) of each type, the
player receives 1 point.
If a player still has a building showing that gives him a better
exchange rate (Vault, Lumberyard, Repository), that will be used
instead.
If there is a tie, the number of the tied players’ remaining
resources determines the winner.

11. Realms
In the advanced game, the realms (side “B”) have unique abilities
and each player starts with 4 random hand cards.
Humans
You start with 5 crystals, 4 gold and 5 wood.
Special ability: you may place your leader at any
time, not only as your last figure.
Dwarves
You start with 2 crystals, 10 gold and 5 wood.
Special ability: you always have a hand of 2 double
tiles to choose from instead of only one.
Elves
You start with 8 crystals, 3 gold and 4 wood.
Special ability: at the end of your turn, you may
move one of your figures (but not the leader) on the
board up to 2 spaces to an unoccupied space that
is not part of a closed region. You may not move
through or end your movement on foreign castles or
any lakes. You may, however, move through a space
that is occupied or part of a closed region.
Mages
You start with 9 crystals, 2 gold and 2 wood.
Special ability: you may buy one card every turn,
regardless of whether or not a region was scored.

Halflings
You start with 4 crystals, 3 gold and 7 wood.
Special ability: After building a building or a
monument, you may also play a spell.

It is, however forbidden to give verbal tips or nonverbal
signals to your partner, or to exchange information about tiles,
intentions and cards!

12. Beginner’s Game
Use side “A” of the realm tableau. In this version, players do not
have unique abilities and each starts the game with a specific
building.
Separate the custom cards from the common cards and give
each player the two custom cards corresponding to their realm.
Shuffle all remaining custom cards together with the 44 common
cards for the market deck. Each player draws 2 additional cards
from the deck to add to their hands.
Each player slides the custom card with the “A” on it as their
starting building halfway under one of the 5 building spaces of
their tableau. Players have 3 cards remaining as their starting
hands.
Humans start with 5 crystals, 5 gold and 5 wood.
Custom Cards: Master Builder / Bank (A), Acquire
/ Statue.
Dwarves start with 2 crystals, 8 gold and 5 wood.
Custom Cards: Conjure / Carpenter (A), Terrain /
Lumberyard.
Elves start with 6 crystals, 3 gold and 4 wood.
Custom Cards: Muster / Small Saw Mill (A),
Adopt / Store.
Mages start with 7 crystals, 2 gold and 2 wood.
Custom cards: Teleport / Large Tower (A),
Enchanted Castle / Shrine.
Halflings start with 5 crystals, 3 gold and 6 wood.
Custom Cards: Construct / Small Treasury (A),
Clone / Large Treasury.

13. Partnership Game Variant
With 4 players, Pandoria can also be played as a partnership
game.
The game is played the same, except the partners sit opposite
each other and their points are recorded as a team using both of
their crown tokens stacked.
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